
THE IMPORTANCE OF MOVIES IN US CULTURE

This film is seen as an example of the capitalist culture and excess of the s and features Michael Douglas in the role for
which he won the.

Subscribe to our Thank you for signing up! The United States remains their greatest source of patronage. The
full acceptance of home video by studios opened a vast new business to exploit. Chelsea, Manhattan was also
frequently used. Marnie Alfred Hitchcock,  There was, however, always one film series we would always
discuss and any readers of my previous works probably know what that is Through thick and thin, the women
of the story support one another, with equal turns of comedy and tragedy. Please help improve this section by
adding citations to reliable sources. Films encourage ideas and social commentary within communities.
Beginning with The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain, American authors have used fiction to
criticize and poke fun at American society, trying to force it to live up to the ideals it so often claims it stands
for. They are their own worst critics. Vertigo Alfred Hitchcock, 2. The start of the Golden Age was arguably
when The Jazz Singer was released in , ending the silent era and increasing box-office profits for films as
sound was introduced to feature films. In the early times of talkies , American studios found that their sound
productions were rejected in foreign-language markets and even among speakers of other dialects of English.
The Godfather Francis Ford Coppola, 1. Films which may have performed poorly in their theatrical run were
now able to find success in the video market. Another reason is innovation. When people think of Ancient
Egypt they think of the Sphinx, the Pyramids, and the beautifully carved hieroglyphs. Additional Resources.
Each critic who participated submitted a list of 10 films, with their pick for the greatest film receiving 10
points and their number 10 pick receiving one point. The Wild Bunch Sam Peckinpah, 


